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Talented people...
		Successful teams...
			Excellent service.
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“People are
at the heart of
our service”

FOREWORD
As chair, it gives me great pleasure
to introduce the People and
Organisational Development
(POD) Strategy for the SFRS. This
is the first SFRS POD strategy
and sets out what the service
will do in continuing to support,
attract, retain and develop
people to support the SFRS Strategic Plan and meet the
expectations set out within the Scottish Government’s
Fire and Rescue Framework for Scotland.
Our overarching purpose is to improve the safety and
wellbeing of people throughout Scotland. The POD
Strategy provides a clear message to our workforce of
how we will support them to help us all achieve this.

Pat Watters CBE
Chair, Scottish Fire and Rescue Service Board

I welcome this our first
People and Organisational
Development (POD) Strategy.
People are at the heart of our
service and I am extremely
honoured and privileged to
be leading an organisation
where the skill, commitment
and dedication of its staff is making a difference to local
communities across Scotland. The fire and rescue service
undertake a wide range of activities from emergency
response to local community safety and ensuring our
people have the necessary training and support and are
empowered to deliver these services is essential.
The POD Strategy makes clear that the workforce of
the SFRS play a vital role as part of the public sector in
delivering services to our communities. The Strategy
sets out five key themes around which we will continue
to work with our staff and encourage everyone to be
the best they can be and play a full and safe part in
supporting community safety.
Working together with our workforce and others is a
key principle for the SFRS and the POD strategy is a
significant step in support of this principle.

Alasdair Hay QFSM
Chief Officer
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
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INTRODUCTION

The vision of the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS)
is to deliver a world leading Fire and Rescue Service and
it is the combined effort, commitment and dedication of
our people that will turn this vision into a reality.
This People and Organisational Development (POD)
Strategy is largely designed to support the delivery of the
SFRS Strategic Plan with its main purpose to:

‘work in partnerships with
Communities and with others in the
public, private and third sectors in
prevention, protection and response
to improve safety and wellbeing of
people throughout Scotland’
However, we also have a key challenge to create a joined
up and settled, but still high performing, organisation
during a time of major change to the way in which
Scottish public services are structured, funded and
delivered.
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SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE

The success of the SFRS depends on its people; our
talent and skills, our ability to work together and support
each other and our drive to achieve results means that
the SFRS will continue to deliver excellent and highly
valued services to our Communities.
We have identified five key themes, one service,
performance, leadership, partnership and safety &
wellbeing that reflect the actions required to support the
transformation of our Service and the delivery of the SFRS
Strategic Plan. These are reinforced by our commitment
to good employment practice supported by the core
activities of our Directorate.

Five key themes:
• One Service
• Performance
• Leadership
• Partnership
• Safety & Wellbeing

The statements of intent (“we will”) that make up this
strategy form the basis of our Directorate action and
operating plans and the outcomes (“how will we know
we have succeeded”) will allow us to monitor and
continually improve SFRS performance across a wide
range of people related matters.

I am very proud to be leading the POD Directorate in the
delivery of this Strategy and we will work hard to engage
everyone working in the SFRS in delivering against the
benefits of reform. This is a challenging and ambitious
opportunity for us all; success will be defined by the
value placed on the SFRS both as an employer and as a
provider of quality public services to the Communities of
Scotland.

Diane Vincent
Director of People and Organisational Development

POD core themes
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POD - STRATEGIC THEMES
LEADERSHIP

M
PERFOR ANCE

Developing
performance
frameworks that align
people with the SFRS
strategic objectives;
developing the
capability and talent of
our people to deliver
results; ensuring future
needs are met through
effective succession
planning.

ONE SERVICE
Providing the right
structure for the service;
harmonising people
policies, processes and
practice; developing the
SFRS brand as an
employer of choice.

Developing arrangements that
encourage effective partnership
working and improves employee
engagement and voice in decision
making.

PA RT N E R S HIPS
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SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE

Helping people to be
the best they can be
through the provision
of a safe working
environment,
effective training
programmes for their
roles and support for
their fitness and
wellbeing.

Y AND WELLBEING
FET
SA

Liberating leadership at all levels of the
service; leaders who provide purpose and
direction, are accountable to and for their
people, encourage engagement and are
committed to improving outcomes for our
people and our communities.

The five themes of the POD Strategy will support the SFRS as an organisation that continues to:

• place an emphasis on Firefighter and Community safety
• fulfil its statutory duties and play a key role in the delivery of wider public services
• provide challenging and interesting work and recognise achievement
• place the right level of competent, skilled people to deliver our services
• demonstrate outstanding leadership and manage change well
• operate efficiently and avoid unnecessary duplication of effort
• use clear people strategies to engage, empower, manage, develop, look after and reward our employees
• communicate and manage information effectively
• demonstrate a mainstreamed approach to equality and diversity
• operate within its means whilst providing employment security
• learn from its experience
• be held to account and subject to effective scrutiny
• maximise the use of technology
• stand by its’ values and be an employer of choice
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CONTEXT - THE PUBLIC SECTOR IS CHANGING
The public sector is changing and as part of the public
sector family, so too must the SFRS. The demands
for services and the economic challenges faced by
all Scottish public services are widely reported and
specifically detailed in the Commission on the Future
Delivery of Public Services (Christie 2011)1 .

• “Reforms must aim to empower individuals and
communities receiving public services by involving
them in the design and delivery of the services they
use.
• Public service providers must be required to work
much more closely in partnership, to integrate
service provision and thus improve the outcomes
they achieve.
• We must prioritise expenditure on public services
which prevent negative outcomes from arising.
• And our whole system of public services – public,
third and private sectors – must become more
efficient by reducing duplication and sharing
services wherever possible”.
Dr Campbell Christie CBE

The Scottish Government in response2 to the Christie
report have set out how they aim to reform and improve
all public services through, a decisive shift towards
prevention; greater integration at a local level driven
www.publicservicescommission.org
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/358359/0121131.pdf

1
2
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by better partnerships; workforce development; and a
sharper, more transparent focus on performance.

Legislation3 provides the driving force behind our
ambition to deliver the benefits of reform, with the
Fire and Rescue Framework for Scotland 2013 and
the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service Governance and
Accountability Framework providing the basis of our
Strategic Plan 2013-2016.

Although the creation of the SFRS has resulted in
significant changes to organisational and governance
structures, there is an ongoing commitment to fulfil our
statutory duties as set out within the Fire (Scotland) Act
2005 and as set out by other relevant employment and
health and safety legislation.

The Response and Resilience (R&R) and Prevention and
Protection (P&P) Strategies are the channels through
which our outward facing Community services are
provided and all of the associated service delivery
outcomes are reflected in the 32 local plans created by
our Local Senior Officers (LSO).

The above drivers have influenced the content of the
POD Strategy and will form the basis of our POD policies,
procedures and training and development programmes.
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2012/8/contents/enacted
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Leadership...
people...
talent...
culture.

THE ROLE OF THE POD STRATEGY
The SFRS recognises the need for talented people
working together in successful teams to deliver an
excellent service.
The POD Directorate plays a key role in this by
ensuring that the structure and working climate of the
SFRS supports overall service delivery, effectiveness,
innovation, empowerment and performance.
The SFRS wishes to be widely regarded as an employer
of choice and as a responsible employer that takes its
duties under the relevant employment and health and
safety legislation seriously. To support this, and for reform
to be successful, we require to bring together existing
good practice with new structures and innovative
working practices and we will need to address the
leadership, people, talent and cultural issues surrounding
these changes.
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SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE

We place specific emphasis on the arrangements,
procedures and training regimes that are designed to
ensure the safety, wellbeing and competence of our
people. Specifically, Firefighter safety will continue to
receive a high level of strategic support to ensure that we
prepare and support Firefighters for the situations that
they may face; the current review of the Retained Duty
System is a key aspect of this.

The success of our partnership
is dependent on strong
and visible leadership from
the Board, the Strategic
Leadership Team and the
Trade Unions in addition
to the participation and
commitment of all employees
and their managers.

WORKING TOGETHER - PARTNERSHIP
Recognising that we all share the challenge of and have
a key role to play in public sector reform is central to the
continued success of our service.
Our commitment to working in partnership and to
developing shared solutions with our people, our
Communities, the wider public sector and a range of
other interested parties will help us to achieve results and
build on our reputation as a highly valued and respected
public service.
Central to this POD Strategy is the Working Together
Framework; developed in partnership with our Trade
Unions this establishes partnership as the basis for the
relationship between the Board, the Strategic Leadership
Team, Management, Employees and the Trade Unions.
This relationship with the recognised Trade Unions who
represent our employees is a key feature of how we
deliver our service, support people’s safety & wellbeing,
Training and Development and engage with those who
work with us.
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Partnership involves a commitment to keep working
together. The POD Strategy aims to establish partnership
within all of our activities; working together means that
the interests of the SFRS, employees and their Trade
Unions can all be taken into account.

POD STRATEGY
People make organisations and when we talk
about people this means everyone who is involved
in supporting and delivering our services to the
Communities of Scotland - Support staff, Retained,
Volunteer and Wholetime Firefighters, Firefighters
(Control), Managers, Strategic Leadership Team and
Board members.

Our analysis of the public sector environment in which
the SFRS operates has led us to define the vision of our
POD Strategy as follows:

Built around the POD
vision are the range of
matters that are integral
to delivering an ever
improving, people
focussed organisation.
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How we
will know
we have
succeeded...

POD Strategic Theme

We will:

How will we know we have succeeded?

ONE SERVICE
1. Ensure that we have the right
Providing the right
structure for the
structure and people in place
service; harmonising
to deliver a single Scottish Fire
people policies,
and Rescue Service.
processes and practice;
2. Make sure that our people
developing the SFRS
culture and values;
management and reward
developing the SFRS
practices are fair, transparent
brand as an employer
and consistently applied
of choice.
across the Service.
Links to SFRS Strategic
Plan Aims No. 1,2,4

3. Help people to bring the SFRS
cultural model and values to
life; champion the values,
behaviours and culture of the
Service
4. Strengthen our brand as an
employer of choice across all
sections of our Communities.

• The SFRS structure will be in place and effectively managed
using SFRS job descriptions, workforce plans, control measures
and other Directorate strategies that align the structure with the
resource budget.
• The transfer and matching of all staff to posts within the SFRS
structure is complete.
• Core terms and conditions of employment for each employee
group will become consistent across the SFRS and be equality
impact assessed.
• Core employment policies and procedures will be standardised,
equality impact assessed and line management training
completed.
• A cultural audit and resultant action plan to address gaps is
available.
• An SFRS values framework is in place.
• Measures of employee engagement and advocacy are in place.
• Positive action initiatives and measures are in place.
• An integrated HR and Payroll system is in place.
• The SFRS skills, knowledge and experience requirements will be
mapped against the SFRS structure and national and local training
plans will be in place.
• Arrangements will be in place to ensure that SFRS operational
crewing requirements are met and that operational staff have
the necessary training to develop and maintain their operational
competence.
• Arrangements will be in place to ensure that the SFRS incident
command structure is effectively resourced and that uniformed
officers have the necessary training to develop and maintain
incident command competence.
PEOPLE AND ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 2014 - 16
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POD Strategic Theme

We will:

How will we know we have succeeded?

LEADERSHIP
Empowering leadership 1. Recognise that leadership is
at all levels of the
required at all levels of the
service; leaders who
organisation and that leaders
provide purpose
need different skills/tools
and direction,
to deal with a wide range of
are accountable
situations.
to and for their
people, encourage
2. Help our leaders to deliver a
engagement and
consistent strategic message,
are committed to
give direction to their teams
improving outcomes
and drive performance.
for our people and our
communities.
3. Provide our leaders with
the support to engage and
motivate people.
Links to SFRS Strategic
Plan Aims No. 1& 4

4. Help our leaders to develop
and improve their leadership
performance.
5. Help our leaders to deliver
the change management
programmes required to
support service transformation.
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• The Fire Professional Framework is in place (covering
leadership, management and skills development).
• Leadership and management development interventions are
reviewed and aligned with the FPF.
• A staff appraisal scheme is in place.
• An SFRS employee engagement and recognition scheme is
in place.
• Guidance and support for organisational change
management is in place and monitored using appropriate
measures e.g. grievance, retention and complaints.
• A holistic incident command framework will be developed
within the Fire Professional Framework to provide uniformed
officers with the incident command skills and experience
required for their role in addition to the leadership and
management skills required to deliver against SFRS strategic
objectives.

POD Strategic Theme

We will:

How will we know we have succeeded?

SAFETY AND WELLBEING
1. 1Provide the policy framework
Helping people to be
the best they can be
required to support the
through the provision
creation of a safe working
of a safe working
environment and to build safe
environment, effective
working practices across the
training programmes
SFRS.
for their roles and
support for their fitness 2. Enable everyone working in,
and wellbeing.
or for, the SFRS to understand
and be accountable for their
responsibilities with regard
Links to SFRS Strategic
to the health, safety and
Plan Aims No. 1,2,3,4
wellbeing of themselves and
others.

• Corporate standards, H&S policy and standardised procedures
are in place.

3. Provide the necessary training
and development to provide
our people, and specifically
those in operational roles,
the skills, knowledge and
understanding required
for safe and competent
performance in their role.

• A review of training facilities in support of safety critical training
(GRAs) and aligned with the SFRS estates strategy is concluded.

4. Provide a framework of health
and wellbeing services that
promote healthy working lives
and help to reduce absence.

• A trend analysis of HSW measures show improvement (reduction
of accidents, reportable injuries, absence, acts of violence etc.).
• The recommendations of the best value review of occupational
health and fitness services are actioned.
• SFRS achieves Healthy Working Lives award (bronze).
• Health and safety training programmes will be in place for all staff
(relevant to their role).
• Operational training and incident command programmes
support FF safety.

• All operational employees maintain competence within
designated refresher and maintenance cycles.
• Core operational training programmes for initial training and
maintenance of skills (e.g. trainee FF, breathing apparatus, road
traffic collision, fire behaviour, driver training etc) are harmonised
and aligned with national operational guidance/sector
standards.
• Specialist rescue training programmes for initial training and
maintenance of skills are harmonised and aligned with the
SFRS review of specialist rescue resources, national operational
guidance/sector standards.
• Incident command development programmes will be aligned
with the FPF and arrangements will be in place to support
initial development, learning from operational incidents and
maintenance of skills.
• All training and development programmes will be assessed
against the findings of the FF safety and RDS review projects.
PEOPLE AND ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 2014 - 16
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POD Strategic Theme

We will:

How will we know we have succeeded?

PARTNERSHIP
1. Establish effective employee
Developing
arrangements that
engagement processes across
encourage effective
the SFRS that promote “twopartnership working
way” communication and allow
and improves
people to work as “valued
employee engagement
partners” within the SFRS.
and voice in decisionmaking.
2. Provide a positive employee
relations environment based
on our Working Together
Links to SFRS Strategic
Framework that ensures people
Plan Aims No. 1& 3
have a voice in decisions that
affect them at all levels of the
SFRS.
3. Embed an effective POD
business-partnering model
across the SFRS in support
of service delivery, key
transformation projects and
local managers.
4. Provide opportunities for
people to gain insight and
understanding of internal
teams, external partner
agencies and other relevant
community organisations to
promote collaboration and
partnership working.
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• An SFRS employee engagement and recognition scheme is
in place.
• The SFRS employee engagement survey provides a
benchmark of the effectiveness of partnership working.
• A trend analysis of employee relation measures shows
improvement (e.g. fewer disputes, discipline and grievance).
• Partnership structures as defined within the Working
Together Framework are in place and fully operational.
• SFRS collective bargaining arrangements are in place
(Support staff).
• A POD stakeholder map, communication and engagement
plan and progress reports are in place.
• An initial customer satisfaction survey is in place against
which improvement is measured.
• Partnership working is embedded within our learning
and development / succession planning frameworks and
includes secondments, project working and opportunities to
collaborate with other agencies.
• Arrangements will be in place to support multi-agency
training events and learning from/with blue light partners
and other agencies.
• Arrangements will be in place to support our staff to fully
engage in community planning partnerships and partnership
working with other public sector agencies.

POD Strategic Theme

We will:

How will we know we have succeeded?

PERFORMANCE
Developing
performance
frameworks that align
people with the SFRS
strategic objectives;
developing the
capability and talent of
our people to deliver
results; ensuring future
needs are met through
effective succession
planning.
Links to SFRS Strategic
Plan Aims No. 3 & 4

1. Ensure that our people have
the required competencies
and capabilities to deliver
SFRS objectives through
a structured approach to
workforce and succession
planning.

• A workforce and succession plan is in place.

2. Enable the creation of a
“high performance” working
environment; build confidence
so we are willing to challenge
and be challenged across
all levels of the organisation
in order to build a cycle of
continuous improvement

• Consistent attendance management policies are in place and
unplanned absence is reducing.

3. Implement a continuous
learning framework that
aligns the performance
and contribution of our
people and teams with SFRS
objectives and which provides
a structured approach to
development.

• A consistent appraisal and personal development planning
process is in place that supports current competence and
career progression.
• Performance is managed using an agreed suite of measures.

• The employee engagement survey is indicating that
perceived levels of fairness, equality, autonomy and
empowerment are improving.
• Audits show compliance with governance and accountability
requirements.
• The Continuous Learning Framework and associated
programmes are in place and aligned with the SFRS appraisal
and personal development planning process.

4. Ensure fairness and
consistency by respecting
diversity and developing
a positive culture that
values teams and individual
contributions and supports a
positive working environment.
5. Ensure the POD activities
comply with SFRS governance,
scrutiny, financial and
equality impact assessment
arrangements.
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attitude
vision
success
focus
strategy

DELIVERY, PLANNING AND REVIEW

We will use the SFRS Planning and Performance
Management Framework to help us deliver the POD
Strategy. Key activities to deliver the Strategy will be set
out within our annual operating plans, functional, team
and individual plans.

The POD Strategy will support the delivery of the
Strategic Plan; we will build the activities of our people
into the strategic planning process with a focus on
performance to achieve outcomes.

STRATEGIC PLAN
ANNUAL
OPERATING PLAN
FUNCTIONAL
PLANS
LOCAL PLANS
SOAs

SETS DIRECTION

• Professional advisory services and business
partnering
• Operational training: trainee FF, development and
maintenance of core skills, incident command and
specialist rescue
• Occupational health, fitness and wellbeing services
• Policy development and review arrangements
• Workforce and succession plans
• Resourcing arrangements: recruitment, selection,
career progression and retention
• Organisational development interventions: SFRS
values, leadership development, employee
development, employee engagement, appraisal,
pay and reward
• Health and safety services: policy, reporting,
investigation, training

Delivery will be the responsibility of all parts of the SFRS;
relevant activities will therefore be built into all of our
Directorate plans and not just those within POD. Each of
these plans will set out detailed actions and timescales;
progress will be reported on a quarterly basis and we will
use a range of performance indicators to monitor how
well we are performing. This strategy will be kept under
regular review to ensure that it continues to meet the
needs of the SFRS Strategic Plan.

SUPPORTS DELIVERY

The POD Directorate provides a range of services that
support the delivery of our Strategy. These are arranged
within three functional work streams of Training and
Employee Development, Human Resources and
Organisational Development, and Health, Safety &
Wellbeing that together provide;

COMMUNITY PLANS

TEAM/ PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT PLANS
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POD PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND MEASURES
POD PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND MEASURES
Human Resource and Organisational Development
• Cost of HR-OD as a percentage of the overall SFRS running costs.
• Number of vacancies against budgeted headcount
• Number of resignations
• Number of dismissals
• Number of ill health retirements
• Number of days lost due to sickness
• Number of employees on long term sick (over 28 days)
• Average number of days lost due to sickness absence
• Number of employees on modified (alternative) duties due to specific reason
• Number of employees suspended from duty
• Number of formal disciplinary cases open / in progress
• Number of formal grievances raised
• Number of formal disciplinary cases
• Age profile of the workforce by job role / managerial level
• Percentage of employees by gender and within each workforce category
• Number and percentage of women by managerial role
• Percentage of employees who consider themselves to have a disability and by workforce category
• Percentage of black and minority ethnic (BME) employees in the workforce and by workforce category
• Pay comparator between woman and men in the workforce (equity of pay).
• Percentage age difference between genders in the same or comparable roles
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POD PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND MEASURES
Health, Safety and Wellbeing
• Cost per capita of HSW provision
• Management referrals to Service Medical Adviser
• No. of Routine 3 year medicals (Uniformed employees)
• Fitness test outcomes:
tests carried out vs number who required testing; first time pass rate; number of people off the run/on development programme
• No of health surveillance reviews
• No of case management reviews
• No of management referrals to Occupational Health Adviser
• No of health surveillance reviews
• No of case management reviews
• Time taken to offer first occupational health appointment
• Time taken to offer first case conference
• Time taken to process medical retirements (from HR request to IQMP Report)
• No. of injuries
• No. of RIDDOR reportable injuries by workforce category
• No. near misses
• No. acts of violence totals and as a percentage of incidents
• No. acts of violence resulting in injury
• No. vehicle accidents
• No. equipment and property damage
• SFRS incidence rate (number of accidents X 1000 divided by number of employees)
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POD PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND MEASURES
Training and Employee Development
• Cost of delivery (per course subject)
• Core skills profile (% of operational employees assessed as competent in core skills)
• General skills profile (% of employees equipped with skills necessary for their role)
• Utilisation of capacity (actual against capacity)
• Number of cancellations (per course subject)
• Cost of cancellations
• Waiting time (from request to delivery)
• Training records accuracy
• Candidate feedback (% of satisfaction rates)
• Management feedback (on personnel performance)
• Cost of TED function
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CONTACT US
We want the people who work for and with us to help us improve and shape our POD activities. If you have something
to tell us or an idea to share, please get in touch:
Contact our HQ by letter or telephone at the address below:
• Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
5 Whitefriars Crescent
Perth
PH2 OPA
• Telephone 01738 475260
• Our website can be found at www.firescotland.gov.uk
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www.firescotland.gov.uk
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